Abstract-Capacity expansion for transmission branches is an effective way to reduce the threat of cascading failure. However, decision making for the optimal expansion plan may incur high computational burden. A practical way to address this issue is to find out some critical branches as the candidates. Thus, this paper proposes a novel simulation data based analytical approach to identify those critical transmission branches that have higher importance in the propagation of cascading failures. First, a large number of cascading failure chains are sampled and then partitioned into stages. Second, a comprehensive metric is proposed to quantify the interaction strength among the failure branches in adjacent stages. Then, a directed weighted graph is constructed to depict the statistic features of the interactions among branches. Third, the hypertext-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm is used to rate and rank this graph's vertices, and finally the key branches are identified with this ranking. Case studies on IEEE 118-bus benchmark show that the proposed approach is able to identify the critical branches that are more favorable in the capacity upgrade.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most complicated infrastructure systems in the world, power system has huge amount of elements and complex internal interactions, leading to the problem that even small initial disturbances may develop into large blackouts. The main cause is the chain effect among elements, which is known as the cascading failure. The power blackouts caused by cascading failure may bring considerable losses to the society, which can be verified by massive historical records, such as the blackouts in United States and Canada on August 17th [1] , in Europe on Dec. 4th, 2006 [2] , in Brazil on Feb. 4th, 2011 [3] and in India on Jul. 30th and 31th, 2012 [4] .
Branch overloading is widely accept as a major mechanism of cascading failure propagation [5] [6] . Thus, expanding the transmission capacity of branch is utilized as an effective way to reduce the threat of cascading failure. A probabilistic transmission expansion planning model was proposed in [7] with the considering of blackout risk. The branch capacity expansion plan was optimized in [8] for minimizing blackout probabilities. [9] also developed a PSO algorithm based branch capacity expansion model on a throughput computing platform. However, these models are generally formulated as a simulation-optimization problem. When being applied in large power grid, the huge solution space and the time-consuming calculation of objective function value will bring extremely high computational burden. A practical way to reduce the computational burden is to select some critical branches as the candidates, which have higher importance in cascading failure propagation and are more favorable in branch capacity expansion. Thus, how to select these key branches remains an issue worthing exploring.
Some complex network theory based metrics have been used to identify the critical branches in power grid, e.g., vertices degree, edge betweenness [10] and hybrid flow betweenness [11] . These approaches ignore some inherent physical characteristics of power system and emphasize more on the static structure vulnerabilities. Thus, they may fail to quantify the true importance of branches in cascading failure. Another way is to extract useful information directly from utilities' blackout data or from simulation results. [12] constructed a synchronization matrix from simulation data of OPA model to identify the lines with higher overloading probabilities. A line-interaction graph model was proposed in [13] to abstractly depict the cause-effect relationship between lines. Then, with this high-level model, lines with higher vulnerabilities could be found out. These works open a door for us to fully understand the interaction relationship between different transmission branches during cascading failures.
Inspired by these achievements, this paper mainly proposes an effective approach to identify the critical transmission branches that have higher importance in the propagation of cascading failure. A large number of cascading failure chains (CFCs) are sampled with an AC power flow based cascading failure simulator. Then, each CFC is divided into stages according to the sequential order of outages. Second, we propose a comprehensive metric to quantify the interaction strength of each branch pair in adjacent stages. Then, a directed weighted graph is constructed in term of this metric to depict the statistic features of the interactions among branches. Hypertext-induced topic search (HITS), is used to rate and rank this graph's vertices, through which the critical branches are identified.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces an AC power flow based cascading failure simulator. Section III tells details of the proposed critical branches identification approach. Section IV presents the results of case studies. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. AC POWER FLOW BASED CASCADING FAILURE SIMULATOR
Without loss of generality, we consider two main mechanisms, i.e., the cascading overloading and hidden failure of branches, and propose a AC power flow based simulator, whose main components are introduced as follows.
1) Selection of initial outages:
We specify that the initial disturbances to trigger the cascading process are the branch outages, which can be selected in terms of their own independent failure probabilities [14] or can be any N-k contingencies, e.g., N-2 in [15] .
2) Selection of sequent outages: It is assumed here that branches fail due to either overloading or hidden failure. In particular, when the load flow of branch i, denoted as f i , is below its long term thermal limit f lim1,i , its failure probability, denoted as p i , is 0. If f i exceeds the short term emergent thermal limit, denoted as f lim2,i , branch i is considered to be in an emergent situation and should be cut off immediately to avoid the structural damages, thus, p i equals 1 now. Otherwise, when f i locates between f lim1,i and f lim2,i , p i is formulated as a linear function of f i shown as follows.
(
(1) is a high-level probabilistic model to depict the uncertainties in power system operation. When branch overloading occurs, operators should redispatch the system to eliminate it. However, the sagging caused tree flash and thermal effect caused aging failure may lead to the unexpected tripping of overloaded branches. Accordingly, in simulations, once obtaining the steady state of power system, we use (1) to calculate the failure probabilities of branches, and then determine the sequent outages with random sampling. Moreover, once a branch is selected, its adjacent branches are assumed to be posed to hidden failure [16] . The sequent outages by hidden failure are also randomly selected from the posed branches in terms of their own hidden failure probability p hi .
3) Topology updating: The topology information will be updated once some branches are removed from the network. Then the connectivity checking is performed. If the network breaks into several parts, the sub-grids are reserved where the cascading failure simulation will still keep going on.
4) Power flow calculation: Post-contingency AC power flow calculation consists of three steps. First, rebalance the active power deviation with appropriate generator ramping and load shedding (if needed). Second, calculate the AC power flow with Newton-Raphson method. Third, if the power flow does not converge, indicating the voltage collapse, a load shedding strategy proposed in [17] is used to obtain a feasible power flow solution.
5) Emergent dispatch:
The situation that no branch is selected in the random selection of sequent outages indicates that the operators succeed in pulling the power grid back into a secure state with no violations of the constraints of branch load flow and nodal voltage amplitude. This emergent dispatch process is modeled with an optimal load shedding problem shown as follows.
where N , B, G and L denote the set of nodes, branches, generators and loads respectively; S G is the vector of nodal complex power from generators, whose element P Gi + jQ Gi is the complex power output of generator i. S L is the vector of nodal complex power of loads, whose element is for ∀s i ∈ S1 do
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Assign: S1 ← S2 19: until S1 = ∅ 20: Obtain statistics of cascading failure chains and load loss 6) Simulation process: The pseudo code of proposed cascading failure simulator is shown in Algorithm 1. The initial outages are randomly selected and then used to trigger the 
III. STATISTICS OF CASCADING FAILURE CHAINS AND KEY BRANCHES IDENTIFICATION

A. Statistics of cascading failure chains
[19] [20] define that cascading failure is a sequence of dependent outages that successively weakens or degrades the power system. Therefore, cascading failure process can be represented with a chain structure that can be divided into stages as shown in Fig. 1 . If outages of the branch group that branch i belongs to result in the sequent outages of the group that branch j belongs to, the cause-effect relationship between these two branches is remarked as "branch i → branch j". Here, we focus on the importance quantification of "branch i → branch j".
Some observations can be made from Fig. 1 that 1 )the outages in early stages have more global impacts than those in later stages, which is due to the grid islanding during the cascading failure; 2)in the situation that more than one outage of a subgrid result in more than one sequent branch outage, the interaction between a certain branch pair should be distinguished. To concern these issues, a comprehensive metric is proposed as follows.
where φ n i,j is the importance metric for branch i → branch j in the n th simulation. S n i is a set denoting the failed branch group that branch i belongs to in the n th simulation, being similar with S n j . W S n i ,S n j is defined as the sub-chain weight from S n i to S n j , which can be calculated with a recursion way as follows.
where loss S n j denotes the cumulative load loss in the cascading process from S n j to the end. P (S n j ) denotes the parent subgrid of S n j in the previous stage, while C(P (S n j )) represents the children sub-grids set of P (S n j ) in the next stage. An example of the value of W S n i ,S n j can be referred in Fig. 1 where the weight at the earliest stage is set to be 1.
An estimation of φ n i,j based on N times of Monte Carlo simulations is as follows.
B. HITS algorithm
The interaction strength (or importance) between each branch pair can be estimated withφ i,j . Therefore, an directed weighted graph can be constructed, whose vertices represent the transmission branches; edges indicate the relationship "branch i → branch j". This graph is represented with a matrix G, whose element, ω ij , satisfies
Then, a well known link analysis algorithm, hypertextinduced topic search (HITS) [21] , is used to rate the vertices of this graph so as to rank the transmission branches indirectly. HITS is based on the concepts of hub, representing a page that points to many other pages, and authority, representing a page that was linked by many different hubs. Accordingly, we assume that some branches are more vulnerable to others and are more possible to fail, which can be seen as the authority branches, while some are more aggressive to result in other failures, which can be seen as hub branches.
In HITS algorithm, given a page set P and a link set E, each page, p ∈ P , has two state values, i.e., auth(p) and hub(p), denoting its rating values of authority and hub respectively. Then, an iterating process is utilized to obtain the final values of auth(p) and hub(p) with the initialization that auth(p) = 1 and hub(p) = 1 and the updating strategy that auth(p) =
(i,p)∈E hub(i) and hub(p) = (p,i)∈E auth(i).
To take full advantages of the weight information in G, a weighted HITS algorithm is used in this paper, whose specifies are list in Algorithm 2. Finally, to comprehensively evaluate the importance of vertices (branches), a joint metric K i is proposed as shown in 13. Larger K i value indicates the higher importance for branches.
IV. CASE STUDIES
A. Simulation setup
Diagram of IEEE118 system [22] is shown in Fig.2 . Each load is increased by 30% of its original value. f lim1,i is determined according to the original data, meanwhile the short term emergent flow limit f lim2,i takes the value of 1.4f lim1,i for all branches. V min,i and V max,i take the value of 0.9 and 1.1 respectively for all nodes. The hidden failure probability, p hi , is set to be 0.01 for all branches. The optimal power flow with N-1 constraints is used to determine the initial operation point. To improve the accuracy of simulation results, the number of iterations for Monte Carlo simulation is set to be 50000.
B. Key Branch Identification
In this subsection, we use the proposed approach to identify the critical branches that have higher importance in the cascading failure propagation. First, the cascading failure simulator is used to generate a large number of cascading failure chains, whose statistical features are then extracted with the method in Section III. Fig. 3 shows the converging curves of partial elements, ω ij , of the matrix G, from which we can conclude that ω ij has good converging performance. This also indicates that to extract the statistic characteristics of interactions between branches, i.e., "branch i → branch j", with the proposed metricφ i,j is valid and reliable. Second, the proposed weighted HITS algorithm is utilized to find out the critical nodes of graph G and further to identify the critical transmission branches accordingly. Fig. 2 . It is obvious that most of top 10 branches are in or near the hub areas, while most of last 10 branches locate in the terminal areas of power grid. Third, it can be observed from these results that only a few branches have high importance, while K i values of most branches even stay close to 0, thus the idea that selecting the critical branches as the candidates for capacity expansion is reasonable.
C. Verification
To verify the correctness of the proposed method, a comparison of different branch capacity expansion plans is made. We first choose the top 10 branches in Tab. 1 as the candidates for a expansion plan, then choose the last 10 branches in Tab. 1 as the candidates for another plan. plan with last 10 branches almost does not take effect, while the plan with the top 10 branches can reduce the cascading failure risk remarkably.
V. CONCLUSION This paper has proposed an effective way to identify the critical branches, which have higher importance in cascading failure propagation. The proposed analytic method for the statistics of cascading failure chains is a reliable tool to extract useful information from simulation results. Detailed case studies verify that the critical branches identified with the approach proposed in this paper are more favorable candidates for the capacity expansion problem. Thus, our approach can effectively reduce the computational burden of the decision making on the capacity updating. In the future, we will extend the research in the integration of the proposed approach with the optimal capacity expansion model.
